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BOOK REVIEW
Another Look Inside,the Supreme Court
by Larry M. Roth*
THE BRETHREN:

INSIDE THE SUPREME COURT

By: Bob Woodward*

Armstrong** New York; Simon & Schuster (1979) 467 pp.;

& Scott

13.95.

Before the book's release, The Brethren was hailed as the most unique
manuscript ever written about the Supreme Court of the United States., In
2
light of the extensive prepublication notoriety for the book, and its authors,
the difficulty faced with post-publication review becomes one of postmortem
rather than of extollment. Consequently, the response from both legal scholars
and journalists to The Brethren has been mixed; 3 and the impact upon the
Supreme Court itself difficult to ascertain.4 Rather than dissect The Brethren's
literary merits5 or paucity of legal analysis,6 this review explores the broader
*B.S., University of Tennessee, 1973; J.D., University of Florida, 1975. The reviewer
practices law in Casselberry, Florida, with the firm of Rutberg & Roth.
**Bob Woodward is the Assistant Managing Editor for The Washington Post. Scott
Armstrong is an investigative reporter for The Washington Post.
1. See generally Adler, The Justices and the Journalists, N.Y. Times, Dec. 23, 1979, §6
(Magazine), at 1; Steed, An Unprecedented Look Inside the Supreme Court, Book of the
Month Club News, Jan. 1980, at 2-5; TmIE, Nov. 5, 1979, at 60. Added to this written fanfare, the broadcast media publicized the book with the authors making appearances on
such shows as "Good Morning America," "CBS Morning News" and "60 Minutes."
2. Both authors work for the Washington Post. Bob Woodward, first known for his
Watergate investigative work along with Carl Bernstein, now holds an editorial position with
the newspaper. Scott Armstrong, who helped with the background writing for THE FINAL
DAYS, is an investigative reporter for the Washington Post. See B. WOODWARD & S. ARMSTRONG,
THE BRETHREN 1-4 (1979) [hereinafter cited as THE BRETHREN]; Steed, supra note 1, at 4-5.
3. See Adler, supra note 1; U.S. NEws & WORLD REPORT, Jan. 14, 1980, at 53-54 (Interview with Professor A.E. Dick Howard).
4. "It's hard for me to think that the book will do the Court any particular harm."
U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, Jan. 14, 1980, at 53. The difficulty of gauging the impact of
the book on actual court work is enhanced because the Justices are, of course, circumspect
in any comments touching upon the Court. As far as pending cases are concerned, the book
should have no adverse effect. The authors purposefully limited their account to the years
1969-1975, "[tjo ensure that [their] inquiry would in no way interfere with the ongoing
work of the Court[.]" THE BRETHREN, supra note 2, at 2.
5. See Adler, supra note 1, at 1. In this article Adler is critical of the authors use of
confidential sources and their decision not to disclose those sources. As Adler stated, this
style of writing "makes stories almost impossible to verify. It suppresses a major element of
almost every investigative story: Who wanted it known." Id. at 24. Adler also saw Woodward
and Armstrong's lack of legal experience as a detriment due to their failure to effectively
analyze Court cases.
6. To be sure, THE BRETHREN is not a law text. Neither of the authors has any formalized
legal training. As they stated early in the book, "[w]e began this project in the summer of
1977 as two laymen lacking a comprehensive knowledge of the law." THE BRETHREN, supra
note 2, at 3. This lack of legal expertise is clear throughout the book as the authors often
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aspects of the book as a historical and institutional study of the Supreme

Court and the Court's relationship to our constitutionally structured form, of
government.
To comprehend the significance of The Brethren as a study of the Supreme
Court, one must first understand how it was written. As the authors explain,
the material for the book was gathered from "interviews with more than 200
people, including several Justices, more than 170 former law clerks, and
several dozen former employees of the Court". 7 Aside from the specific reference
to four former clerks during the time of their employment, 8 these sources
are never identified, nor are explanations offered as to where the authors
obtained many of the confidential memoranda and draft opinions quoted
verbatim in the book. Normally, these materials are never destined for public
exposure, yet such indiscretion is consistent with the previous general writing
style of the authors.9 Obviously, the authenticity of sources and materials is
not subject to verification unless the authors disclose those sources, or the
sources themselves come forward. It is unlikely, however, that either will. occur
in this instance.
The Brethren is a compilation of factual accounts, anecdotes and analysis
of described events garnered from reputed eyewitnesses to the actual events.
The authors' lack of legal training precludes even the most rudimentary
analysis of the case law and legal doctrine presented throughout the book.
Woodward and Armstrong could have been handed the manuscript prewritten,
subjected it to a stylistic edit, and then published it. Yet, this method of authorship would have been little different from the manner in which, according to
Woodward and Armstrong, Supreme Court opinions are written. They note
that law clerks perform the bulk of work while the Justices do minor editing
and careful word changes. 10 The credit for authorship, therefore, falls upon the
fail to grasp the nuances involved in legal principles. An early example is their overview
of how Supreme Court jurisdiction is invoked. rd. at 2. Consequently, there is not any
sustained analysis of cases in the book. See Adler, supra note 1, at 25.
7. THE BiRHN, supra note 2, at 3. There is some question which, if any, of the
Justices cooperated with or confided in the authors in the preparation of the book. See
U.S. Nnws & WoRLD REPORT, Jan. 14, 1980, at 54.
8. Tan BRETHREN, supra note 2, at 240-44, 352-55. Many former clerks are mentioned
throughout the book but not in the context of their clerkship work. As a result, the stories
relating to these named clerks are assumed to be derived from those very clerks. Thus the
sources can be attributable to a specified individual.
9. See generally B. WooDwARD & C. BERNSTEIN, THE FINAL DAYs (1976); B. WOODwARD
& C. BERNSTEIN, ALL THE PRESMENT'S MEN (1974).
10. The book generally describes opinion writing as almost exclusively a law clerk's
function. THE BRETREN, supra note 2, at 258. One deviation assertedly occurred when the

Chief Justice aroused the ire of Justice Brennan by assigning him the opinion in an insignificant case rather than selecting a more junior Justice. "Brennan was insulted, but he

refused to pass along the humiliation to his clerks. He did all the work on the five-page
opinion himself." Id. at 419. Justice Blackmun's work on the abortion cases was another
exception. Id. at 175-78. William 0. Douglas was probably the most prolific of all Supreme
Court Justices, and the major efforts of his opinion writing were accomplished without help.
Id. at 63. In a particularly interesting interplay between clerks and Justices, the book quotes
Douglas as once saying that he did not need law clerks. Id. at 241. For a historical review of
the institution of Supreme Court law clerks, see Baier, The Law Clerks: Profile of an
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mantel of someone other than the actual writer. Given the authors' own writing
format it is ironical that an implied criticism runs throughout The Brethren
of this very methodology of judicial authorship.
Oddly enough, such recurring ironies are probably the essence of the book's
statement on the Supreme Court as an institution, and its place in our society,
past and present. These ironies also make The Brethren an anachronism.
The first irony derives from the attempt by The Brethren to surgically
invade the most aloof and shrouded of all our governmental institutions. To
accomplish this task, the authors use a method considered inherently suspect
by traditional evidentiary standards."' Woodward and Armstrong rely exclusively, and without catechization, upon hearsay. This source of proof,
dreaded by law school evidence classes, has been elevated by the authors to a
throne of respectability in an effort to expose the Supreme Court. The
Brethren challenges the legal reasoning of and the rationality behind the
Supreme Court and its decision process while basing its analysis and conclusions
solely upon one, two, and even three levels of hearsay.
In assessing the book's validity in the development of the study of the Supreme Court as an institution, legal historians and scholars must rely on a
presumptively unreliable vehicle. The dubiety of hearsay results because such
evidence is, by definition, not derived from the most reliable source. 12 Obviously, having eyewitnesses testify or write firsthand accounts about Supreme
Court activities, or having official documents authenticated by their makers
as having been written for the designed purpose, or in the regular course of
business,' 3 would constitute more reliable sources than hearsay accounts. Moreover, hearsay is unacceptable as a vehicle for proving the truth of the statement because such evidence cannot be directly confronted by cross-examining
viewpoints. Thus the accuracy of the statements cannot be verified nor the
truthfulness challenged directly due to the secrecy of the sources. 14 These
aspects of hearsay become particularly disconcerting in the context of :The
Brethren since the authors provide no justification for non-disclosure of their
sources. As the sources of the factual information comprising The Brethren
cannot be tested, reliance upon the book as either "precedential authority,"
or "stare decisis" for Supreme Court institutional truths, must be guarded.
A second irony is that The Brethren, itself, represents the quintessential
example of a system which the authors themselves loathe; namely, the secrecy
and impermeability of institutional structures. This sentiment was at the

Institution, 26 VAND. L. REv. 1125, 1129-32 (1973); K. LLEWELLYN, THE COMMON LAW TRADiDECIDING APPEALS 321 (1960); Newland, Personal Assistants to Supreme Court Justices:
The Law Clerks, 40 ORE. L. REv. 299, 301 (1961).
11. See C. McCORMICK, LAW OF EVIDENCE 581-86 (2nd ed. 1972); P. RorTisrEN, EVDENCE
IN A NIrTsImLL 112-15 (1970). See also Adler, supra note 1, at 24, where the article criticizes
Woodward and Armstrong for using undisclosed sources, finding it questionable even from
a journalistic standpoint.
12. Rothstein, supra note 11, at 112-13, 148-49.
13. Id. at 112-15. Cf. Palmer v. Hoffman, 318 U.S. 109 (1943).
14. Cf. Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652, 672 (1925) (Holmes, J., dissenting); Abrams v.
United States, 250 U.S. 616, 624 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
TION:
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bottom of The FinalDays and All The President'sMen.15 It is also the heart
of The Brethren. The book seeks to invade the forbidden bronze doors which
separate Supreme Court Justices from the rest of the world, 6 and to expose the
Court as being something very different from what it seems to be. ,
To scale the wall of inaccessibility, Woodward and Armstrong tap internal
court sources, primarily law clerks, and perhaps a few Justices.17 They seek,
and for their own purposes succeed, to unearth both confidential conversations between the Justices and the cloaked secrets of their decisional process.
The authors begin from the premise that the written Supreme Court opinion
does not necessarily reflect the decision in the case and that only a disclosure
of the internal events surrounding the decision may permit an accurate assessment of the ultimate holding.
To accomplish this subliminal investigation the authors have kept their
sources and their own deliberative processes beyond inspection.' 8 Without
assurances of confidentiality, the sources probably would not have divulged
the information; this has become standard first amendment policy for news
reporters.' 9 The effect of such confidentiality, however, is to taint the unmasking of the already shrouded institution. In their attempt to reveal the internal
15. See note 9 supra.
16. See Wells, Backstage at the Supreme Court, 65 A.B.A. J. 1058, 1062 (1979); Mason,
The Supreme Court's Bronze Doors, 63 A.B.A. J. 1395 (1977). See generally Symposium,
Judicial Secrecy, 22 BUFFALO L. Rav. 797 (1973).
17. See Adler, supra note 1, at 24; U.S. NEws & WoRLz REPORT, Jan. 14, 1980, at 54.
See also note 4 supra. It is unclear who the Justices were that provided information' for
THE BaRTRE. The Chief Justice expressly declined to help. THE BRETHREN, supra note 2,
at 3. There had been press reports that Justice Brennan kept a very detailed diary of all
the Court conferences, votes and the behavior of the Justices. No such document has yet
been made public. Justice Brennan, however, seems to be the likeliest Justice to have divulged
information, particularly since his frustrations with Chief Justice Burger are detailed throughout the book. Id. at 359-60, 417-20.
18. See Adler, supra note 1, at 24. The approach taken by the authors is in line with
general first amendment beliefs held by reporters. That is, both their sources and their
thought processes are beyond revelation, unless they so choose to divulge that information.
Woodward and Armstrong cite an interesting comment which disparages Alexander Bickel
who argued the first amendment position of the New York Times in the Pentagon Papers
case. Bickel was chastised by Hugo Black and William Douglas for his apparent concession
that the first amendment was something less than absolute. THE BREHrmE, supra note 2,
at 145. The authors' entire approach to the freedom of press argument is exemplified by
THE BRETHREN itself, and the purpose for its being written. For a general discussion of the
Supreme Court work in the first amendment area, see generally Note, Supreme Court and
the Not-So-Privileged Press, 13 U. RiCH. L. REy. 313 (1979). Since the book's publication
there has been some speculation that THm BRErREN was written for the purpose of allowing
the press to get back at Warren Burger for his insensitive positions on first amendment
matters. Of course, THE BRETHREN does not treat the Chief Justice with much kindness.
19. See note 18 supra; THE BRETHREN, supra note 2, at 144-45. The press has fared
badly during the Burger years. See, e.g., Herbert v. Lando, 99 S. Ct. 1635 (1979); Branzburg
v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 635 (1972). Accordingly, since most of the Court's decisions are attributed
to the Chief Justice then holding the office, Burger has been criticized for his first amendment
beliefs in all types of publications. See, e.g., Dennis, Overcoming Occupational Heredity at
the Supreme Court, 66 A.B.A. J. 41, 42 (1980); Sherrill, Injustices of the Burger Court,
P AYBOY MAGAZINE, April 1979, at 112-13; Note, supra note 18.
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affairs of the Supreme Court, the authors have merely created a second level
of secrecy where only one existed. Woodward and Armstrong may argue that
without the protection of the identity of sources, no means would exist to
maintain the availability of these sources as a wellspring of confidential information. However, what if these sources disclosed evidence of unethical or
even criminal behavior? What defense would be available then?
Upon close scrutiny, a striking similarity develops between the journalist
position and the constitutional arguments asserted in the Watergate tapes case
of United States v. Nixon.20 Woodward and Armstrong discuss at length the
21
decisional processes involved in reaching the ultimate decision in Nixon. The
authors' contempt is obvious, as well as that of several Justices, 22 for the argument that the tapes were being withheld on asserted constitutional grounds.
Ironically, the authors believe the decision to be correct and that the Constitution did not protect such egregious conduct. However, the Court's decision
requiring disclosure of the Nixon tapes is analytically no different from what
the Court has generally required of the press under the first amendment. 3
Nevertheless, the authors applaud the Court in Nixon, yet align themselves with
the sharp criticism directed at the Court in regard to press disclosure requirements.2 4 In short, the absolute position taken by the press does not extend
beyond the parameters of its own first amendment purposes.
Woodward and Armstrong have developed a set of their own Watergatetype tapes. They compiled conversations and actions occurring beyond the
purview of the press and public during the 1969-1975 terms of the Supreme
Court, but have only released that which they wished to make public. The
rest remain safely locked away, protected from release the authors would
argue by the Constitution. The material comprising their "tapes" are the
sources claimed as privileged from forced disclosure, irrespective of whether
those sources do in fact support the factual details related to the authors. If
the public's right to know, upon which the authors justify their Supreme
Court expose, requires the Court to be open to more public viewing than has
been true in the past, then the commensurate right of the public to know the
sources of the disclosure made by the authors must have equal force. Therefore, an inconsistency exists for Woodward and Armstrong to laud the Nixon
result while decrying the Burger Court's unsympathetic freedom of the press
decisions.
The third irony involves the Justices' law clerks. For years the clerks have
been seen as the unrenowned force behind Court opinions, decidedly influencing the decision making process. Although perhaps unavoidable, not
everyone agrees that the clerks should have such influence. Mr. Justice Rehn20. United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683 (1974).
21. THE BRETHREN, supra note 2, at 389-347.
22. Id. at 287, 292, 310.
23. See generally note 19 supra.
24. See note 18 supra. See also Denniston, October Comes Soon, Quill, Sept. 1979, at
L. REv. 765
29-34; Dennis, Another Look at Press Coverage of the Supreme Court, 20 VIXLL.
(1975); Note, supra note 18. See generally Howard, Mr. Justice Powell and the Emerging
Nixon Majority, 70 MicH. L. REv. 455 (1972); Ulmer & Stookey, Nixon's Legacy to the
Supreme Court: A Statistical Analysis of Judicial Behavior, 3 FiA. ST. U.L. REv. 331 (1975).
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quist has been particularly outspoken in his criticism of law clerk influence
over the Supreme Court. 25 Yet, this intimate relationship between law clerks
and Justices enabled Woodward and Armstrong to acquire the wealth of information they believed meritorious enough to publish in. The Brethren,
because it was the Justices' unavoidable daily reliance upon their clerks2 r
which exposed these clerks to otherwise undiscoverable information.
Woodward and Armstrong may have, however, forever altered the prevailing clerking system, and perhaps thereby diminished the clerk's influence.
This will be difficult to assess because the volume of Court work requires that
middle aged and elderly Justices rely upon the talents and physical energies
of the young, bright minds selected for clerkships. For those who believe that
Supreme Court law clerks constitute a Fifth Estate or some fifth column, the
Fourth Estate in the persona of two investigative reporters may have provided
the salvos capable of collapsing the strong framework upon which these clerkI
ships rest, and thus destroyed their own sources.
This change will not come from an already suspecting Chief Justce.27

The selection of clerks is usually a personal function of the Justices. 28 Because
each Justice's office is analogous to a separate law firm, it is unlikely that another Justice, or even formal court policy, could dictate a code of conduct for
the clerks. What seems more likely to result is a set of ethical standards promulgated by the Judicial Conference of the United States.- These standards
might be applied to all law clerks within the federal judicial system. Possibly
a review board would assume the task of policing enforcement of these ethical
standards. A future generation of circumspect law clerks would result -who

might find it more propitious to avoid public disclosure of Supreme Court
information

s0

The Brethren's exploitation in the name of disclosure of this.

previously untapped source of inside information can only result in eliminating the clerks as a future source of public divulgence.
25. See Relnquist, Another View: Clerk's Might "Influence" Some Actions, U.S. NEws &
Feb. 21, 1958, at 116; Rehnquist, Who Writes Decisions of the Supreme
Court?, U.S. NEws & WoRa RPORT, Dec. 13, 1957, at 74, 75. For an excellent and detailed
treatment of this whole subject matter of law clerks, see Bajer, The Law Clerks: Profile of
an Institution, 26 VAmD. L. REv. 1125 (1978).
Although Rehnquist was particularly outspoken about the abuse of influence exercised by
the clerks, he changed his opinion after assuming his seat on the Court. Passages in Iss
BmaREN relate how Rehnquist also came to rely on his clerks and how he grew to trust.
them. THE BnmnumN, supra note 2, at 269-70. The position of the clerks in this light was
WoRLD REPORT,

not taken by Rehnquist as an unhealthy situation, at least that is the manner which Woodward and Armstrong portrayed the change in the Rehnquist thinking.
26. U.S. Naws & Woam REPORT, Jan. 14, 1980, at 54.
27. TnE Ban-mnNu, supranote 2, at 237, 285-87.
28. Most of the Justices have set up screening committees to evaluate the applications
for clerkships, and to make recommendations to the Justice. These individual committees
are usually comprised of the Justice's former law clerks. The final selections, however, are
made by the Justice. Id. at 240, 354. See also J. WILINsoN, SERVING JUSTIcE 2-9 (1974).
29. Cf. THE BaxmEax, supra note 2, at 15. For a review of Chief Justice Burger's
work as the administrative chief of the federal judicial system, see Dennis, supra note 18, at
44-45.
30. Chief Justice Burger tended to believe that leaks from the Court to -the press were
funneled through the law clerks. See THa BMTHIN, supra note 2, at 237.
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The final irony derives from the effect The Brethren will have upon
Supreme Court study. Certainly one of the book's intentions is to expose the
myth of the Supreme Court. The question becomes whether The Brethren
unearths a view of the Court never before seen, and if so, what effect has this
had?
The Brethren is not the first work to deal with the internal affairs of the
Supreme Court.31 The Brethren is not the only book to characterize the interpersonal relations between Justices.

32

Nor is the book the first attempt to in-

vade the inner sanctum of the Court's deliberational process.3 3 Although these
materials are not easily accessible throughout history there have been materials
available from the Justices themselves which describe decision making at
35
work.3 4 The Justices are generally reluctant to have that material published.
The only novelty, and the true irony considering the prepublication rancor,
is that The Brethren has merely taken a slightly different approach to an
already familiar subject.
Therefore, the conclusion must be that The Brethren does not contribute
much to the study of the Supreme Court, its functions, or its standing in the
American societal structure. 36 Except for a few notable episodes3 7 The Brethren
reveals nothing new since the Supreme Court is an institution comprised only
of men, with shortcomings, triteness and foibles very much like the rest of
US.
Even if The Brethren had brought to light previously undisclosed factors,
the format chosen undermines the book's seriousness and credibility. While
the book's style provides good reading and commercial success, its impact,
diminishes when compared to the scrutinizing eye of serious students of the
Court. The material necessary to analyze the workings of the Supreme Court
must come from the Justices themselves. Memoirs, reminescences or oral
histories must be the primary resources. Although the credibility of the in31. See, e.g., Haines, Rolling Back the Top of Chief Justice Burger's Opinion Assignment Desk, 38 U. PrIT. L. REV. 631 (1977); Clark, The Supreme Court Conference, 37 TEX.
L. R v. 273 (1959).
32. See, e.g., W. MENDELSON, JUSTICES BLACK AND FRANKFURTER: CONFLICT IN THE COURT
(2nd ed. 1966); A. MASON, HARLAN FISKE STONE (1956); Atkinson, Minor Supreme Court
Justices: Their Characteristicsand Importance, 3 FLA. ST. U.L. REV. 348 (1975).
33. See, e.g., R. KLUGER, SIMPLE JUSTICE 582-616, 657-99 (1977); Atkinson, Justice Sherman
Minton and Behavior Patterns Inside the Supreme Court, 69 Nw. U.L. REv. 716 (1974).
34. See, e.g., P. LASKY, FROM THE DIARIES OF FELIX FRANKFURTER (1976); THE AUrOBIOGRAPHICAL NOTES OF CHARLES EVANS HUGHES (D. Danielski & J. Tulchin eds. 1973); E.
WARREN,

THE MEMOIRS

OF CHIEF JUSTICE EARL WARREN

(1977).

35. Several of the most influential Justices have ordered their private papers destroyed;
Oliver Wendell Holmes was the most notable. But there were others, like Hugo Black.
See H. BLACK, MY FATHER: A REMEMBRANCE 249 (1976). See also Rodell, The Complexities
of Mr. Justice Fortas, N.Y. Times, July 22, 1968, §6 (Magazine), at 65.

36. There are, of course, countless writings dealing with this subject, generally and
specifically. See, e.g., F. RODELL, NINE MEN (1955); White, Reflections on the Supreme Court:
The Contemporary Debate and the "Lessons" of History, 63 JUD. 162 (1979).
37. Some of the more notable examples recited in THE BRETHREN are Justice Marshall's
antics with Chief Justice Burger, id. at 59; the relationship between the Court and the staff

employees, id. at 243-44; and Justice Douglas' famed intolerance of and arrogance towards his
law clerks, id. at 240-42.
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formation is subject to the prejudices of the source, at least the reliability
or accuracy of the material insofar as the speaker perceives it will be assured.
The best study of the Supreme Court is a study of the people who comprise
this branch and the best way to achieve that history is from materials derived
from those persons on the Court. The second and third hand information
contained in The Brethren must be received with a modicum of suspect by
scholars and historians of the Supreme Court 8 because reliance upon hearsay
evidence is incongruent with the philosophy supporting a legally analytical
study." The conclusion, therefore, is that The Brethren will not be looked
upon as providing a critically accurate or factually reliable account of "[i]nside
the Supreme Court."
This review is not intended to unhesitatingly criticize The Brethren. From
the perspective of a mere spectator of the Supreme Court and its revolving
personalities,;0 the book was enjoyable. Such sense of fascination does not,
however, alter my belief that the merits of the book are limited.
Presentations probing Supreme Court affairs come too infrequently. Woodward and Armstrong dearly detected this. If the veil of secrecy was meant to
be a commandment never to be proscribed, the authors have shattered that
belief. They attempted to italicize the little known belief that there is nothing
wrong, constitutionally or artistically, with writing about Supreme Court
secrets. Certainly when individuals are to be so affected by a decision of the
Supreme Court,4 1 the institution itself cannot be immune from the trained
critical eye of the observer or participant. If one decision by the Supreme
Court can have an impact upon nearly all the citizens of this nation, then
the more those citizens understand about the Supreme Court the better able
they will be to accept, adjust to, analyze and abide by a ruling of this
country's highest judicial body.
If the Justices are to draw any conclusions from The Brethren, they should
understand that they, themselves, are the watershed of Supreme Court study
and information. To have personal notes and memoirs published, either
contemporaneously or posthumously, is essential to any comprehensive understanding of the institution. Each Justice must balance the need for this information with their constitutional duty not to subvert the workings of the
nation's highest tribunal. Perhaps something more circumscribed than contemporaneous memoirs might be more palatable. But to destroy personal
papers and documents, or other momentos accumulated during the tenure
of a Justice, as did Oliver Wendell Holmes and Hugo Black,4 2 is irresponsible.
There are methods by which the Justices can protect this information until
the appropriate time, either through a restricted or deferred release after
death by the archives, a trust or an estate.
38. See notes 11-14 supra and accompanying text.
39. Id.
40. See Roth, Remembering 1965 Abe Fortas and the Supreme Court, 28 MERcER L. Rv.

961 (1977); Roth, Touched With Fire, Forved in Flame: Holmes and a Different Perspective,
28 U. FLA. L. Ray. 365 (1976).
41.

See generally R. KLUGrR, SIMPILE JusTICE (1977).

42. See note 35 supra.
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Even if the Justices' materials do not shed any new light on particular Supreme Court decisions or on the decisional process generally, they will certainly
divulge valuable information about the Justices themselves. Since a Supreme
Court Justice must be regarded as a moving personality in the development
of both law and society, first hand information about them must be preserved,
and even nurtured, lest our analytical search end with a survey of anecdotes.
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